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Abstract. Case-based reasoning (CBR) systems solve new problems by retrieving stored prior cases, and adapting their solutions to fit new circumstances. Traditionally, CBR systems draw their cases from a single local case-base tailored
to their task. However, when a system’s own set of cases is limited, it may be
beneficial to supplement the local case-base with cases drawn from external casebases for related tasks. Effective use of external case-bases requires strategies for
multi-case-base reasoning (MCBR): (1) for deciding when to dispatch problems
to an external case-base, and (2) for performing cross-case-base adaptation to
compensate for differences in the tasks and environments that each case-base reflects. This paper presents methods for automatically tuning MCBR systems by
selecting effective dispatching criteria and cross-case-base adaptation strategies.
The methods require no advance knowledge of the task and domain: they perform tests on an initial set of problems and use the results to select strategies
reflecting the characteristics of the local and external case-bases. We present experimental illustrations of the performance of the tuning methods for a numerical
prediction task, and demonstrate that a small sample set can be sufficient to make
high-quality choices of dispatching and cross-case-base adaptation strategies.

1 Introduction
Case-based reasoning systems solve new problems by retrieving cases from a case-base
of prior experiences, and adapting their solutions to fit new circumstances. As a CBR
system initially builds up experiences, its case library may be small, potentially limiting
its performance. If external case-bases already exist for similar tasks, drawing on those
case-bases may help overcome the system’s initial knowledge gaps. Even in a system
with an extensive case library, external case-bases may contain specialized expertise
that would be useful when handling problems outside of the system’s normal range of
tasks. Unfortunately, it may be difficult to know when to draw on an external case-base
and which external case-bases to access. It may also require additional effort to apply
cases from an external case-base, due to inter-case-base differences reflecting differences in tasks or execution environments. For example, if an e-commerce application
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quotes prices based on the product case-bases of different stores, one of which lists
prices in dollars and the other in euros, adjustments will be needed to convert prices
from the American case-base for European use. Thus, making effective use of the information in multiple case-bases requires a reasoning process that we call multi-case-base
reasoning: reasoning about when to access external case-bases and how to apply their
cases. The two central requirements are case dispatching processes, to determine the
case-base to which to send a problem, and cross-case-base adaptation processes, to adjust solutions from one case-base in response to differences between the two case-bases.
The success of these processes depends on selecting the right strategies for particular
case-bases and task domains. This paper develops methods by which an MCBR system
can automatically choose between case-bases and select useful cross-case-base adaptation strategies, and tests them for a numerical prediction task.
In principle, developing high-quality case dispatching and cross-case-base adaptation strategies could require arbitrarily-large amounts of knowledge about the task
domain and available case-bases. However, MCBR may be useful even with imperfect
dispatching strategies and cross-case-base adaptation knowledge. If the local case-base
has only sparse coverage of the problem space, and an external case-base has extensive coverage, the benefits of accessing cases for more similar problems can sometimes
counterbalance errors introduced by differences in solution characteristics, with a net
performance improvement compared to relying on the local case-base alone [5]. The
central question examined in this paper is how an MCBR system can predict whether
MCBR will be useful and which MCBR strategies will be most effective. The paper
presents and evaluates strategies for automatically tuning an MCBR system by determining case dispatching criteria and choosing between alternative cross-case-base
adaptation strategies. The self-tuning methods calibrate a multi-case-base reasoning
system by testing alternative methods on a small set of cases in the problem-stream
and selecting strategies that do well on those tests.
The paper begins by discussing the motivations for multi-case-base reasoning and
the factors affecting its performance. It then describes two dispatching strategies, and
three simple methods for cross-case-base adaptation of cases with numerical solutions.
These cross-case-base adaptation methods are applicable to cases which share a common representation, but whose suggested solutions differ due to differences in their
task environments. The paper then presents experiments illustrating some of the factors
involved in the performance of MCBR and the benefits of self-calibration. The paper
closes with a discussion of the broader ramifications of this type of approach to maintaining case-based reasoning systems.

2 Motivations for Multi-Case-Base Reasoning
The success of CBR systems depends on their access to relevant stored cases. CBR research and applications generally assume that the only case source is the reasoner’s own
case-base, and focus on developing and refining a single, unified case-base. However,
growing numbers of deployed case-based reasoning systems promise new opportunities
for CBR systems to supplement their local case-bases, by drawing on the case-bases of
other CBR systems addressing related tasks. Just as thousands of topic-specific informa-

tion sources are now available on the Web, multiple case-bases may eventually provide
large-scale distributed, sharable information resources for CBR.
One way to exploit multiple case-bases might be to take an “eager” approach, merging and standardizing all their cases in preparation for future use. This is not always
possible—the owners of different case collections will not necessarily be willing to contribute. Even when case-bases could be merged, however, MCBR’s “lazy” approach of
on-demand access may provide significant advantages [5, 6]. For very large case-bases,
or when local storage is inadequate to store all cases (e.g., for a substantial case-base
stored in a PDA), MCBR enables storing frequently-used cases locally and storing lesscommonly-used cases externally. When different sources generate the different casebases, keeping the case-bases distinct also facilitates a natural division of maintenance
effort, with each source maintaining its own case-bases, and other users automatically
benefitting as they retrieve their cases from the latest versions of the external case-bases.
If the relationships between local and external case-bases change, adjustments are simple: only cross-case-base adaptation policies must be changed, rather than all the stored
cases (e.g., if the dollar-euro exchange rate changes, only the cross-case-base adaptation
procedure for prices must be changed).
The primary focus of this paper, however is on a use of MCBR that applies regardless of case-base size and maintenance concerns: using MCBR to guide case acquisition
from related external case-bases, when a CBR system is building up its initial case-base.
Compared to simply gathering and merging cases from all available case-bases, MCBR
has three main advantages for this task. First, MCBR selectively adds only those cases
needed to solve the problems the system actually encounters, keeping the case-base
more compact. (For example, a New Yorker with a case-based restaurant advisor on a
PDA may only need cases for New York; cases for other regions need not be merged
unless—and until—the need arises.) Second, avoiding eager merging gives the flexibility to draw on any new case-bases that may become available, possibly enabling the
system to choose to use higher-quality cases than would have been imported by eager
merging. Third, when cross-case-base adaptation is required, using MCBR to import
cases as needed can improve solution quality compared to performing cross-case-base
adaptation on all external cases and eagerly merging them. Because cross-case-base
adaptation may be imperfect, sometimes solving a problem using a local case for a lesssimilar problem will give better results than solving it using a cross-case-base-adapted
version of an external case generated for a more similar problem. The case-dispatching
strategies of MCBR take this into account in their decisions about when to draw on external case-bases, but eager merging—by simply performing cross-case-base adaptation
on all cases and merging the case-bases—looses that capability.

3 Factors Affecting Performance of Multi-Case-Base Reasoning
Whether it is beneficial to draw on an external case-base depends primarily on five
factors. The usefulness of MCBR is increased if:
1. The external case-base has needed competence that the local case-base lacks:
If the local case-base lacks cases sufficiently similar to a problem, it can be worthwhile to dispatch the problem to a case-base with similar cases, even if cross-case-
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base adaptation is weak—the benefits of more similar prior cases may counterbalance errors introduced by cross-case-base adaptation.
The local and external case-bases have similar representations: If local and
external case-bases use dissimilar representations, conversion from one to another
may significantly increase the burden for MCBR. Our methods assume matching
representations, to focus on issues in dispatching and cross-case-base adaptation,
but we return to this issue in Section 6.
Cases for similar problems in the local and external case-bases have similar
solutions: In this situation, minimal cross-case-base adaptation will be needed.
Cross-case-base adaptation is strong and/or local adaptation is weak: Highquality local adaptation procedures can provide good solutions despite sparse local
coverage, decreasing the need for dispatching. Conversely, high-quality cross-casebase adaptation can effectively augment the local case-base with high-quality external cases, increasing the benefit of dispatching, and helping to overcome problems
with weak local adaptation knowledge.
External case-bases are easily accessible: Accessing an external case-base may
impose additional costs reflecting factors such as access fees, access delays, and
bandwidth used. These factors must be balanced with quality considerations when
deciding whether to dispatch cases to external case-bases.

The experiments in Section 5 will explore how different levels of local competence
affect the overall benefits of dispatching, given weak cross-case-base adaptation knowledge, and how learning can assist in automatically selecting dispatching and cross-casebase adaptation strategies. The next section describes our strategies for cross-case-base
adaptation, case dispatching, and automatic self-calibration.

4 Strategies for Multi-Case-Base Reasoning
Applying MCBR requires augmenting standard CBR with mechanisms to decide when
to dispatch problems to external case-bases, where to dispatch them, and how to perform
cross-case-base adaptation of the returned cases.
4.1 Samples of Knowledge-Light Cross-Case-Base Adaptation Strategies:
Global and Local Interpolations
To illustrate the self-calibration process, we consider how it can be used to choose between four cross-case-base adaptation strategies for the task of case-based numerical
prediction. One of these is the baseline of the identity (i.e., no cross-case-base adaptation); the other three are simple “knowledge-light” methods that can be derived from
the case-bases involved, without requiring domain-specific knowledge.
1. No cross-case-base adaptation (ID): This uses the identity function for crosscase-base adaptation, giving a baseline for comparison with other methods.
2. Linear interpolation, based on global min and max (Minmax): This method
pairs the minimum and maximum solution values in both case bases, and estimates

CBA1(P, local CB , external CB )
1 . Calculate solution in external CB
2 external soln
solution to P using external CB
3 . Calculate scale factor for cross-case-base adaptation
argminC2external CB dist(P; C )
4 reference external case
5 reference external prob
problem part of reference external case
6 reference external soln
soln to reference external prob using external CB
7 reference local soln
solution to reference external prob using local CB
8 scale factor
reference local soln=reference external soln
9 . Return external solution scaled for consistency with local CB
10 Return external soln  scale factor
Algorithm 1. CBA1. This method scales external solutions to fit the local case-base, using a
scale factor based on comparing the external and local solutions for a similar reference problem
already in the external case-base.

conversions of values in the external case-base by linear interpolation to the local case-base. This strategy will be usable if the extreme values of the case-bases
are available, and will be effective to the extent that (1) there is a correspondence
between extremes in both case-bases, and (2) the correspondence between intermediate values can be approximated as globally linear.
3. Local approximation, based on calculating a scale factor starting from the
most similar external case (CBA1): This method calculates a new scale factor for
each problem. Given an input problem, it retrieves the external case C for the most
similar problem. The problem solved by C is then re-solved in the local case-base,
and a scale factor is determined by the ratio of the local and external solutions. The
solution of the input problem is calculated by solving it in the external case-base,
and multiplying the result by the scale factor (Algorithm 1).
4. Local approximation, based on calculating a scale factor starting from the
most similar local case (CBA2): This method is analogous to CBA1, but calculates
the scale factor based on the most similar local case.

4.2 Case Dispatching and Calibration
We consider two case dispatching strategies. The first, threshold-based dispatching [5],
dispatches problems to an external case-base if local cases are not available for sufficiently similar problems. This method can be used to decide whether a problem is
processed locally or dispatched to an external case-base. Because performance depends
on setting the right dispatching threshold for the case-bases and cross-case-base adaptation strategies, we also describe an algorithm for setting the dispatching threshold based
on a set of test problems. The second strategy, case-based dispatching, dispatches problems to the case-bases that best solved similar problems in the past. This strategy can be
used to dispatch to an arbitrary number of case-bases, and—because it bases its choices
on tests using the current case-bases—automatically reflects the characteristics of the
specific case-bases and cross-case-base adaptation strategies.

T HRESHOLD D ISPATCH(P, k, local CB , external CB )
average distance from P to the k nearest cases in local CB
1 local soln dist
2 if local soln dist  dispatch threshold
3
then solve P using local CB
4
else external soln dist
avg. dist. from P to k nearest cases in external
5
if local soln dist  external soln dist
6
then solve P using local CB
7
else solve P using external CB

CB

Algorithm 2. Distance-threshold-based case dispatching algorithm.

Threshold-Based Dispatching: In threshold-based dispatching, a fixed threshold T  0
determines the maximum acceptable distance between new problems and the problems
in stored local cases. A problem P is dispatched to the external case-base if and only
if both (1) P is judged too dissimilar to the problems solved by local cases, and (2) the
external case-base contains more similar cases than the local case-base. Algorithm 2
summarizes our dispatching method. Because it is designed for systems using k-NN
retrieval, it considers the average similarity between P and the k most similar cases.
Calibrating threshold-based dispatching: Our method for selecting a dispatching threshold examines a test set of problems (e.g., the first problems in the problem-stream), and
selects a threshold value to maximize a pre-defined function assessing the utility of solutions. If the goal is simply to maximize the number of problems solved correctly, the
utility function assigns a value of 1 if the problem is solved correctly, and 0 if it is solved
incorrectly. However, the utility function could also reflect factors such as percent error,
solution generation time, bandwidth use, fees to access a particular case-base, etc.
The calibration algorithm first sorts the test problems pi in ascending order according to their average distance dpi from the nearest case in the local case-base. The
midpoints between dpi values for adjacent problems are taken as candidate dispatching thresholds; two additional possible thresholds are 0 and infinity. The choice of the
threshold can be seen as dividing this ordered set: When a threshold is chosen, all problems with smaller dpi values will be processed locally, and all other problems will be
dispatched. A threshold of zero results in all problems being dispatched; a threshold of
infinity corresponds to all problems being solved locally.
The calibration algorithm computes the solution for each test problem in both the local and external case-base and applies the utility function to determine the utility of the
resulting solution. It chooses the threshold T to maximize the sum of the utility function values when each problem is solved in the case-base determined by the threshold.
In the following experiments, our utility function measures prediction performance.
Case-Based Case Dispatching and Calibration: In our case-based case dispatching
method, a dispatching case-base is generated by solving the test problems in different
case-bases and recording the utilities of the solutions from those case-bases. The dispatching case-base is then used to predict the performance of each candidate case-base
(local or external) for similar future problems. Given a new problem to solve, the lo-

cal or external case-base to use is determined by a weighted voting scheme, in which
each problem in the dispatching case-base votes for the local case-base or an external
case-base, whichever solved it most effectively, and the votes are weighted according
to the similarity of each problem in the dispatching case-base to the new problem to
be solved. The dispatching case-base is built by solving each test problem in the local
case-base and in each external case-base, and storing cases containing the test problem,
case-base identifier, and utility value.
When an input problem is received during normal processing, the problem is dispatched to the case-base (local or external) with highest expected utility, according to
the following formula. Let P be an input problem, let k-reference probs(P) be the k
nearest neighbors of P in the dispatching case-base, and soln utility (R; CB ) be the
utility of solving reference problem R using case-base CB. The expected utility of using
case-base CBi to solve P is calculated by:
CB utility(CBi; P ) = k1 R2k-reference probs(P)soln utility(R; CBi).
P is dispatched to the case-base CBi that maximizes CB utility(CBi; P ).
4.3 Combining Dispatching with Selection of Cross-Case-Base Adaptation
Strategies
A variant of the threshold-based calibration algorithm can be used to select both a dispatching method and a cross-case-base adaptation strategy. In that method, the calibration process applies each cross-case-base adaptation strategy to each problem in the test
set, and sets the threshold and cross-case-base adaptation procedure to the combination
that maximizes the sum of the utilities for the test problems.
Because the case-based dispatching method makes its choices based on performance on similar problems, it can also easily be extended to simultaneously select the
external case-base and cross-case-base adaptation strategy most applicable to a particular type of problem. To build the dispatching case-base, each test problem is solved
using all combinations of case-bases and adaptation strategies, with the best case-base
and cross-case-base adaptation strategy stored in the dispatching case-base. When the
system processes a new problem, the voting procedure then votes for pairs (case-base,
cross-case-base adaptation strategy). The application of this type of approach to federations of case-bases is discussed in [6].

5 Experimental Illustrations
We conducted experiments both to study the effects of case dispatching and cross-casebase adaptation methods, and to explore the calibration strategies of the previous section. Our experiments explored the following questions:
1. How do dispatching threshold and cross-case-base adaptation strategies affect system performance? This provides a baseline illustration, replicating results from [5]
using a different case-base.
2. Can threshold-based dispatching with a small calibration set select the right crosscase-base adaptation strategy?

3. Can case-based dispatching with a small calibration set predict the right external
case-base and cross-case-base adaptation strategy?
4. How does the size of the calibration problem set affect the performance of casebased dispatching and selection of cross-case-base adaptation strategies?
Questions (1) and (2) address dispatching to a single external case-base; (3) and (4)
consider dispatching to a set of external case-bases.
5.1 Experimental Setup
The task for our experiments was predicting median housing prices, using a publiclyavailable data set published on the web by the Delve group (Data for Evaluating Learning in Valid Experiments).3 This data set includes 22,784 cases from the 1990 U.S.
census, divided by states. The experimental task was predicting prices from partial
case-bases for one state, augmented by drawing on the complete case-base for another
state (or states) as the external case-base(s). Here all cases use the same representation
scheme, but the price for a given set of property features will change based on differences in the housing markets in different states. Intuitively, this prediction task can be
seen as related to what a real estate appraiser might do after moving to a new area,
when it is necessary to reason from a combination of local and non-local experience.
The state case-bases used (with their abbreviations and sizes) are Alabama (AL, 470
cases), Arkansas (AK, 471 cases), Florida (FL, 752 cases), Indiana (IN, 590 cases), Illinois (IL, 1308 cases), Kentucky (KY, 471 cases), Ohio (OH, 1051 cases) Mississippi
(MI, 500 cases), and Nevada (NV, 56 cases).
We expect multi-case-base reasoning to be most useful early on, when the reasoner
has a limited local case library. To model the stages in the growth of a case-base, sparse
versions of the local case-bases were generated by randomly selecting varying percentages of the original local case-base. In what follows, the initial case-bases are designated by CB1 , and the sparse versions of these case-bases as CB1? . Prediction performance is evaluated using all problems in the full CB1 case-base as test problems
(except those used as test problems for selecting the dispatching threshold or for casebased dispatching), with leave-one-out cross validation. Performance is measured by
counting the number of cases whose prices were predicted correctly to within an error
margin of 20%. All predictions are done using a distance weighted 3-nearest-neighbor
algorithm (3-NN). Note that no effort was made to tune feature weights to achieve better performance; the goal was to study the comparative value of MCBR, rather than to
maximize performance.
5.2 How do dispatching threshold and cross-case-base adaptation strategies
affect system performance?
In this experiment, the system determined whether to handle the case locally within
CB1? or to dispatch it to an external case-base CB2 , based on the problem’s similarity to cases in CB1? and CB2 and on the dispatching threshold. If the problem was
3
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Fig. 1. Prediction accuracy for AL housing prices, using a sparse case-base of AL census data
supplemented with dispatching to a full case-base of KY prices, with cross-case-base adaptation.

dispatched, cross-case-base adaptation was applied to the predicted value from CB2
before evaluating its accuracy. Figure 1 illustrates the impact of dispatching criteria and
choice of adaptation strategies on performance. Here the local and external case-bases
both reflect somewhat similar tasks (predicting house prices in AL and KY), but with
very different competences—the local case-base of AL cases is very sparse. CB1? contains only 5 cases, drawn randomly from census data for AL, compared to the full KY
case-base CB2 .
Figure 1 shows prediction accuracies of the four different cross-case-base adaptation strategies from Section 4.1 (ID, Minmax, CBA1 and CBA2). Identity cross-casebase adaptation is indicated by CB1? + CB2 ; linear adaptation based on global min
and max is indicated by CB1? + CB2 + minmax; the two local adaptation methods are
indicated by CB1? + CB2 + cba1 and CB1? + CB2 + cba2, respectively. The horizontal line, marked CB1? , shows baseline performance with no case dispatching. For other
conditions, problems are dispatched when no “sufficiently similar” cases are available
in CB1? , following Algorithm 2.
These experiments were run for a wide range of sparse case-bases. When the distance threshold is too low, problems are dispatched when they could be solved locally,
and performance may be degraded by flaws in cross-case-base adaptation. When the
threshold is too high, cases are solved locally even when they are outside of the local
case-base’s competence. However, for the right choice of threshold, as in the 60% dispatched condition of the graph, performance noticeably surpasses the local case-base
alone. This pattern appears primarily in sparse case-bases—in our experiments, dispatching had less benefit as the density of the local case-bases increased.
We note that performance depends on both the dispatching threshold and the crosscase base adaptation strategies chosen. For this sample data, performance is actually
worse with CBA1 adaptation than if problems are dispatched with no cross-case-base
adaptation at all. This example shows that the choice of appropriate strategies is crucial
to the success of MCBR.
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Fig. 2. Left: Predicting AL median house prices, using a sparse AL case-base as the local casebase, with an external case-base of MI census data. Right: Predicting AL prices, using a sparse
AL case-base as the local case-base and and an external case-base of KY census data.

5.3 Can threshold-based dispatching with a small calibration set predict the
right cross-case-base adaptation strategy?

To explore the feasibility of automatically selecting strategies to tune case dispatching
and cross-case-base adaptation, we performed a series of experiments, the results of
some of which are shown in Figure 2. These show two samples of the effects of the
calibration process for selecting the cross-case-base adaptation strategy to use for two
different external case-bases, MI and KY. For both graphs, the local case-bases are
randomly-selected subsets of the AL case-base. Tests were run for subsets containing
1%, 2%, and 5% of the AL cases, to simulate effects as the local case-base grows over
time. For each density, the first bar shows predictive accuracy with no cross-case-base
adaptation (ID), the second with minmax, the third and fourth with CBA1 and CBA2 ,
and the last (LRN) with the learned method selected by the threshold-based calibration
process described in Section 4.2. Graphs represent the average of 10 runs, each using a
10-problem test set for calibration and the remaining 460 AL cases for testing.
For both examples, the case-bases are sufficiently similar that the identity crosscase-base adaptation gives good performance. However, better performance is sometimes achieved with other methods, and the best methods vary. For example, for the
MI external case-base and 1% local case-base, the identity outperforms all other methods, and is noticeably superior to minmax. For the KY external case-base and 1% local
case-base, minmax outperforms the identity. Thus, selecting a single fixed strategy will
sometimes give poor performance, and the question is whether calibration can consistently give performance close to that of the optimal strategy, whichever that strategy
may be. In these experiments, calibration resulted in performance close to that of the
optimal strategy. Although these choices were surpassed on individual runs, calibration
resulted in better average performance than any fixed strategy, even though calibration
was based on only 10 test problems.

5.4

Can case-based dispatching with a small calibration set predict the right
external case base and cross-case-base adaptation strategy?

The overall goal of MCBR with self-calibration is to automatically adjust the MCBR
system’s dispatching and cross-case-base adaptation to make the best use of multiple
case-bases. To test this ability, we compared the performance of a variety of strategies:
using the local case-base only, using one of 12 fixed combinations of external case-bases
and strategies (3 external case-bases  4 cross-case-base adaptation strategies), using
randomly-chosen combinations of case-bases and cross-case-base adaptation strategies,
and using the case-based method of Section 4.2 to learn to select case-bases and crosscase-base adaptation strategies from the calibration process. All runs used sparse versions of the Indiana case-base (IN*) as the local case-base, and test problems drawn
from the full IN case-base, with leave-one-out cross-validation. One set of runs used
MCBR with the external case-bases IL, KY, and OH, all of which were expected to
have property valuation characteristics similar to the local case-base. Another used the
external case-bases FL, IL, and NV, in which two case-bases, FL and NV, were expected to have quite different characteristics. 10 randomly-selected versions of the local case-base were tested as local case-bases, with 5 runs for each one using different
randomly-selected calibration sets, for each of the four densities 1%, 2%, 5%, and 10%,
for a total of 200 test runs.
As expected, the average benefits of MCBR were greatest for sparse local casebases. Figure 3 shows average results for the sparsest local case-base tested (1%). The
left-hand graph shows results when the local case-base and external case-bases make
similar predictions (in fact, the IL case-base with no cross-case-base adaptation outperforms the sparse local case-base IN*). We note that for each of the external case-bases,
there is a cross-case-base adaptation strategy for which dispatching markedly outperforms the sparse local case-base. On average, even random dispatching and selection
of adaptation outperform the sparse local case-base, but this is outperformed by the
learned strategy, whose performance is close to the maximum observed.
In the right-hand graph, the cases in the FL and NV case-bases are dissimilar to
those in IN*, and the cross-case-base adaptation strategies are insufficient to compensate. Here random dispatching is much worse, but performance with learned dispatching again surpasses the local case-base and is close to that of the best external case-base
and cross-case-base adaptation strategy. In our tests, the learned method consistently
approximated or surpassed the optimal single-method performance. As the local casebase became less sparse, the advantage of dispatching decreased, but learning still approximated the best performance, by sending problems to the local case-base. Thus
the calibration method appears to be robust enough not only to guide dispatching when
external case-bases are helpful, but also to shift to the local case-base when appropriate.
5.5 How does the size of the calibration set affect performance of case-based
dispatching and selection of cross-case-base adaptation strategies?
The benefit of tuning strategies will depend on the sufficiency of the calibration set to
guide dispatching and choice of cross-case-base adaptation methods. Ideally, a small set
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would be sufficient, both to minimize calibration effort and to decrease the cost of casebased dispatching. However, we expect smaller sample sizes to degrade performance.
Thus an important question is how the calibration set size affects performance: whether
the methods can make good dispatching decisions with limited-size samples.
To explore the effects of sample size on system performance, we performed an experiment to compare the performance of case-based dispatching/cross-case-base adaptation selection for different calibration set sizes. As the local case-base, we used a 1%
version of the sparse Indiana case-base (IN*). Calibration sets of all sizes ranging from
1–30 cases were randomly selected from the IN case-base, resulting in calibration set
sizes ranging from 0.2%–5% of the total problem set. Additional calibration sets were
generated up to size 200, in steps of 10. Performance was tested on all remaining cases
in the original IN case-base, by leave-one-out cross validation. Runs were performed
15 times, selecting random subsets of IN for calibration, and the results were averaged.
Figure 4 compares the performance achieved with these sample sets to the performance that would be achieved by case-based selection of dispatching and crosscase-base adaptation, if the entire problem set were available for calibration. The figure
compares five scenarios: (1) standard CBR with no dispatching, (2) calibration used
to guide MCBR (dispatching and cross-case-base adaptation), to draw on three external case-bases expected to have similar characteristics to the local case-base (IL, KY,
and OH), (3) random choice of case-bases between the local case-base IN* and the
IL, KY, and OH case-bases, with random choice of cross-case base adaptation strategies when external case-bases are used, (4) calibration used to guide MCBR (dispatching and cross-case-base adaptation) to draw on three external case-bases including two
case-bases expected to have characteristics divergent from the local case-base (IL, FL,
and NV), and (5) random choices, as in (3), with the external case-bases IL, FL, and
NV.
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Fig. 4. The effects of calibration sample size on performance, with performance expressed as a
percentage of the performance obtained when the entire case-base is used for calibration.

For a single case in the calibration set, performance is noticeably below that with
the local case-base alone. Surprisingly, calibration on only two cases was sufficient to
surpass the local case base on average. As expected, there is an increasing performance
trend as the size of the calibration set increases. With 30 cases in the calibration set,
performance was 96% of the performance achieved by calibrating on the entire case
base, with the improvement curve leveling out for larger calibration set sizes.
When the external case-bases are similar to the local case-base (for external casebases IL, KY, OH), the average performance of the local case base alone (line 1) is similar to that achieved by random dispatching (line 3). However, when some of the external
case-bases are quite different (IL, FL, NV), random dispatching results in poor performance (line 5). Either way, the learned strategies (lines 2 and 4) markedly outperform
both the local case-base alone and random dispatching. These results are encouraging
both for the value of learning MCBR strategies and for the ability to do so from limited
sample sets.

6 Perspective
Relationship to distributed CBR: Previous research has proposed approaches in which
multiple CBR agents share contents of their individual case-bases as needed [11, 7,
10] and have studied fundamental issues for efficient access of distributed case-bases
[4], with the assumption that the case-bases are standardized. Recent research has also
observed the benefits of strategically accessing case-bases with specialized coverage
[8]. Multi-case-base reasoning differs in addressing questions of applying case-bases
that may have been accumulated in other contexts, for somewhat different tasks, and
consequently involve tradeoffs.
Most relevant to this paper is Ontañón and Plaza’s [9] work on collaborative casebased reasoning. Their Bounded Counsel Policy uses a termination check to determine
when a local agent’s solution is unreliable, prompting consultation with other agents;
they also develop methods for learning the termination check. Differences include that

termination checks form judgments based on solutions, rather than problems, and that
their focus is on deciding when no more solutions need be sought from external casebases, rather than on learning which external case-bases are the best to consult.
Relationship to Case-Base Maintenance: The self-tuning approach to adjusting dispatching and cross-case-base adaptation can be seen as a form of case-based reasoner
maintenance [12]. Case-based reasoner maintenance goes beyond maintaining the casebase, to automatically adjust other aspects of the CBR system. The calibration process
proposed here for cross-case-base adaptation, for example, could be applied to select
adaptation strategies in a single-case-base system. Although prior CBR systems have
learned to refine certain characteristics (e.g., their indexing criteria), to our knowledge,
our project is the first effort to develop CBR systems that can choose from a repertoire
of processing strategies based on current circumstances. We consider work in this area
to be a promising future direction for developing self-maintaining CBR systems that
can dynamically adjust themselves to new circumstances.
Relationship to Distributed Databases and KDD: Research in IR, KDD, and distributed
databases is pursuing a number of areas that may prove useful to MCBR. For example,
the question of how large a sample to use to predict data streams, which may be important in selecting a test set for self-calibration, has been studied in [3]. In the IR community, strategies have been developed for estimating the contents of data sets with small
samples of their data [1]. Analogous strategies may be useful for making more informed
choices about which case-bases to access—by estimating their areas of competence—as
well as for choosing test sets of cases for calibration.
An important issue beyond the scope of this paper is how to establish correspondences between case representations, if the representations used by different case-bases
differ. Recent databases research on enabling automatic transformation of XML documents, and on learning to map between structured representations (e.g., [2]) promises
to be useful for this task.

7 Conclusions
When external case-bases are available to supplement local case knowledge, they can
provide a valuable additional resource, especially during the early stages of the growth
of a case-base. However, unless the external case-base addresses precisely the same
task, cases from external case-bases may not be immediately applicable, necessitating
cross-case-base adaptation. Unfortunately, it may not be clear which external case-bases
to draw on, which cross-case-base adaptation strategies to apply, or whether the results
of applying those strategies will be adequate. The benefits of MCBR depend strongly on
the specifics of the problem at hand and how increased case similarity balances against
differences in the tasks and environments for which different case-bases were gathered.
Unless it is possible to determine when and how to apply MCBR, there is no guarantee
that MCBR will be advantageous.
This paper has presented methods that enable an MCBR system to learn when and
how to draw on external case-bases, based on testing a small sample of domain prob-

lems. Given a set of possible strategies and a utility function to compare alternative solutions, these methods select the strategies that give the best performance. The calibration
methods may be applied to any task for which the utility of solutions can be evaluated;
the paper has presented experiments on applying self-calibration to choose between
knowledge-light strategies for a numerical prediction task, showing that simple methods can be sufficient to achieve good performance. For our test examples, performance
of learned strategies far exceeds the performance of local sparse case-bases alone, and
performance with learned strategies is close to the performance achieved by the optimal external case-base and cross-case base adaptation strategies. This establishes the
promise of the approach.
More broadly, an interesting area for future research is the application of analogous
methods to enable traditional CBR systems to tune themselves by testing which strategies work best for samples of the problems that they encounter. Thus we believe that
the current results are promising not only for self-tuning in multi-case-base reasoning,
but as a step towards CBR systems that can adjust themselves to their tasks.
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